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Established 1961 

History of Awazem in Arabia

KUWAIT: Awazem is a genuine Arab tribe with linage to the
well-known Arab tribe of Hawazen. The Awazem are a purely
Arab tribe mentioned in many history books by writers, who
all agree on tracing its lineage to the Hawazen; a major pre-
and post-Islamic tribe. 

According to Abdul Rahman Abdul Kareem Al-Obaid’s
book THE AWAZEM TRIBE, their original home is the north-
eastern parts of Arabia. They also have family connections
with the Awazem in Jordan, Egypt, Iraq, Yemen and Bahrain. 

In a paper published in Al-Kuwait Magazine in 1928,
Abdul Aziz Al-Rasheed spoke about the Awazem’s Arabism,
genuineness and Bedouin nature. He also confirmed their lin-
eage with the Hawazen.

Dr Jamal Zakariya Qassim believes that the Awazem origi-
nally came from Ahsa, Najd, Kuwait and Qatar, while the
Awazem outside these regions have roots in Arabia. 

Non-Azmi and Azmi historians believe that the Awazem are
the descendants of Aal Atta of Hozan and that Azem and Atta are
both the descendants of Kelab ibn Rabee’a ibn Amer ibn Hozan. 

This was confirmed by Hamad Al-Jassir in Al-Arabi maga-
zine in 1416 AH, Jamal Zakariya Qassim in his book THE ARA-
BIAN GULF, Dr Hamad Rasheed Al-Feel in his book
KUWAIT POPULATION, Abdullah Nasser Al-Sane in a
preface for poet Salem Al-Dawi’s poetry book, Dr Ahmed Al-
Muzaini in his book KUWAITI TRIBES AND FAMILY LIN-
EAGE, Fayez bin Moussa Al-Badrani Al-Harbi in his book
NAJD TRIBES NEWS, Mohammed Sulieman Al-Tayyeb in
the ARAB TRIBES ENCYCLOPEDIA, Ibrahim Jarallah Al-
Shareefi in his book GOLDEN MASTERPIECE IN ARABIA
LINEAGE, Orientalist Georg Wallin in his book AN IMAGE
OF NORTHERN ARABIA and the Royal British Navy’s book
about Arab countries. 
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Awzen clans lived and roamed Najd, Aliya, Hijaz all the
way to Kathema (Kuwait) to the north

Ever since the early days of Islam, the Awazem inhabited
the area between Ahsa in the south and Kathema (Kuwait) to
the north. When the Qarmatians ruled this region, the
Awazem extended their power to Bani Amer. In the second
and fifth centuries after the hegira, the Qarmatians’ power
faded and Bani Amer ruled the region until the Ottomans
invaded it in the mid-10th Hijri century. Mention of the great-
grandfather Hozan kept being repeated by regional historians
and it was proved that Awazem clans used to dwell and move
to Hijaz and Najd between the 11th and 12th Hijri centuries.  

Awazem’s Bedouin Nature
The Awazem were nomads travelling in search of food and

water for their sheep. The majority roamed the entire area of
Kuwait, while in Saudi Arabia, they travelled around the area
surrounding the eastern and northern water valley and some
of them went further into Qateef and Ahsa.  

They are widespread in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia to the
west of Madinah, in Sader and near Hael. Some of them live in
Qatar, Jordan, Yemen and Egypt, though the majority lives in
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. 

Migration and Forays
As nomads, the Awazem were known for moving through-

out Arabia and surrounding areas, making the tribe’s history.
Tribal poets, namely Lafi Al-Jeeha Al-Azmi, also contributed
to documenting this history in detail, including travels and
heroism. Various poems were written about the Awazem’s
might, multitude, dominance, ability to alter incidents and
defeat their enemies or occupants of their lands and achieve
safety, security and stability. 
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Awazem participated in many events and incidents, and
were known for loyalty to the Al-Sabah family

Since its inception, the ancient Awazem tribe has been
loyal to Al-Sabahs and has taken part in building Kuwait in
various political, social and economic fields side-by-side with
other tribes and families. The Awazem tribe descends from
the famous Arab Hawazen tribe of Bani Qais Eilan bin
Modhar bin Nizar bin Ma’d bin Adnan. 

It is currently known that Hawazen races were divided
into three main parts throughout Arabia: 

1- Hijaz Hawazen including Bano Jasham, who are current-
ly represented by the Otaiba tribe. 

2- Yamamah Hawazen including Bano Amer ibn Ouf, who
are currently represented by the Subaei tribe. 

3- Ahsa Hawazen including Bano Kelab, who are currently
represented by the Awazem tribe. 

In his book KUWAIT HISTORY, Kuwait’s prime historian
Abdul Aziz Al-Rasheed said the Maliki doctrine was domi-
nant in Kuwait and was followed by some of Kuwait’s rulers
and some known urban and desert-dwelling families. 

Both ancient and modern Arabic history is full of mention-
ing scores of genuine Arab tribes and clans that had had a
great impact and played a great role in pre- and post-Islamic
history. 

One of these tribes is the Awazem, geographically living in
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, while others, less in number, live in
other countries. 

In this humble research, we will review Awazem linage,
highlights of their history and that they are known for as
nomads who had contributed to setting nomad principles and
created them. They were also knights and skilled horsemen
who made history while mounting them. 
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Awazem enriched Arab poetry with poems and lexicon
expressing life style items such as swords, horses, coffee,
camels and others

In addition to the details of the Awazem and other tribes’
Bedouin way of life in both peace and war, social life and
socializing with others is also significant in terms of preserv-
ing Arabic heritage. Arabic readers can clearly realize that
poetic phrases they used speak for themselves using lexicon
of the time such as swords, horses, coffee, camels and other
desert Bedouin life details. Horses and camels were highly
thought of by the Awazem because they needed them in daily
life, wars and transport. 

The Awazem were famous for breeding Arabian horses.
They are also known as knights, using horses in sport and
battles. The most famous equine names are Khehailah,
Abbiya, Hamdaniya, Kroush, Swaitiyya and Sabha. 

These genuine Arabian horse names are still used nowa-
days. Breeds of these Arabian horses are found in the Arabian
Gulf, Jordan, Syria, Palestine, Egypt and Bahrain, and have
been mentioned in many poems. 

Camels also had the same significance and were men-

tioned in poetry. A number of historians dealing with Awazem
history mentioned this. In an article published in Al-Arabi
magazine in 1961 (issue # 37), Al-Alousi said that the
Awazem had fortunes of camels. 

In Loghat Al-Arab Magazine published in 1911, it was men-
tioned that “the Awazem dwelled in the vicinity of Kuwait (the
Land of ibn Sabah) and had lots of camels”. “The Awazem are
a Kuwaiti clan of the oldest who had ever lived in Kuwait.
They worked in trade, especially that of camels and sheep,”
says the Kuwait Encyclopedia. “Awazem have many kinds of
camels they call as Wadhha, Mejaheem, Sha’al, Moghatheir
and Wasem Al-Awazem, which the mark X burned on animal
bellies or left, and sometimes right, thighs” it adds. 
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Modern Awazem spread in Egypt, Yemen, Bahrain and are
linked to Kuwait, Saudi Arabia with family ties, genuine Arab
traditions

Nowadays, Awazem are found in the Levant, Egypt,
Yemen and Bahrain, and have genealogical ties with those liv-
ing in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. They share the same history,
values, traditions and interests. They have family ties and
deep communication in the form of tribal judiciary or allied
with other tribes in those countries. 

l l l

Awazem had major role in defending Kuwait, and protect-
ing marine borders with Iraq. They are known for morality,
piety and contributions to societies they live within

A number of books have tackled Awazem history through
Lafi Al-Jeehah’s poem, which included indications about the
nature of life in Arabia and Awazem’s status there. 

The poem refers to Awazem numbers, might, control over
their lands and capability to manage errands there, especially
defending and stopping any aggression and imposing their
own terms of peace or surrender. 

According to Lafi’s poems, the Awazem managed to con-
trol the area between Kuwait to the north and Qateef to the
south after several battles with tribes dwelling there such as
the Dasma battle in 1854, Al-Sabeeha battle in 1878, Al-
Tareefa battle in 1895, Meraikh battle in 1915, Al-Noqair bat-
tle in 1924 and the Redha and Noqair battles in 1929, which
were the most famous and most mentioned in poetry. 

According to men who actually witnessed the last two

battles in 1929, they verbally testified that they were the most
important in protecting the tribe’s existence when strangers
decided to occupy Ahsa and its surrounding areas. On the
way, they came to a well known as Redha Spring, where they
wanted to defeat the Azmis living there and take over the
well, which they failed to do and were routed. Two months
later, the invaders remobilized troops to retaliate, but the
Awazem waited for them by a well known as Noqair, where
they again defeated them. 

According to historical resources, those two battles were
behind mentioning the Awazem in history books, and had the
enemy defeated them, they would not have been mentioned
by historians afterwards. 

Al-Sabah’s Testimony About Awazem
The late Sheikh Abdullah Al-Jaber Al-Abdullah Al-Sabah

said that: “Awazem tribe played a great role in building and
developing Kuwait’s economy. Since ancient days, they have
been playing major roles in both local and foreign trade and
there are many proofs to that”. 

Al-Sabah added that Salman Bin Rashdan Al-Azmi had
built a large dhow in Naibar, which he named after himself
and sailed back to Kuwait loaded with goods as an example
of supporting the Kuwaiti economy. 

Further, Sheikh Abdullah also noted that Awazem were the
first to inhabit the area now known as Salmiya when it was
known as Al-Demnah. When more Kuwaitis resided in it, its
name was then changed to Louthan before Abdul Aziz and
his brothers changed the name to Salmiya. “The area origi-
nally belongs to Awazem who have benefited Kuwait a lot
and been so loyal to its people”, he added, pointing out that
Awazem had a significant role in pearl diving and shipbuild-
ing, that their history dates back to Kuwait’s inception and
that they had worked in honest jobs and earned their bread
with dignity and Halal methods. 

First Azmi Officer in Kuwait Armed Forces 
Abdullah Ayedh Al-Melaihan, of Al-Kharma family from

the Sawaber clan was the first Azmi officer in Kuwait’s Armed
Forces. He initially joined the Jordanian army on formation
and was, then,  known as ‘Abdullah, the Kuwaiti’. He fought in
Palestine liberation wars in 1945 and 1948. He was decorated
for public service in Palestine, for taking part in the opera-
tions in 1948 and received the Military Duty medal of first
order. He joined Kuwait Army on January 6, 1954 and was
promoted up to a colonel, which was a very high rank then. 

He assumed the 15th  brigade commandership and was
very merciful with personnel. Despite age difference, I have
known the man and travelled with him and would need end-
less pages to write about his life.

Ever since the early days of Islam, the Awazem inhabited the area
between Ahsa in the south and Kathema (Kuwait) to the north


